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Global Macro – Emerging Markets
Soaring inflation, rate hikes and a stronger US dollar are reminiscent
of the early 1980s – a decade that brought a wave of emerging
market sovereign debt crises. This year has already witnessed
Russia’s first in a century external default, coming hard on the heels
of Sri Lanka’s liquidity crisis with its failure to meet its payments on its
US dollar bonds. The probabilities are rising of a wave of bond
defaults with nearly one-third of emerging markets now trading at
distressed levels. Yet, we do not expect the asset class as a whole to
face a debt crisis with emerging market speculative-grade frontier
sovereigns disproportionately at risk. We envisage contagion from
these smaller economies to be limited as more systemically important
larger investment-grade emerging markets are well insulated by
healthier balance sheets, sizable reserve buffers and less overvalued
currencies. Though in a cascade of credit events, the negative impact
of the whole could be larger than the sum of the parts.
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EM INFLATION RACES, GROWTH BRACES
There has been no let up for emerging markets (EM) this year. A toxic combination of
front-loaded tightening by the US Federal Reserve, high food and energy prices and
growth scarring from the pandemic are combining simultaneously. We recently
argued for caution as stagflation seemed like a big enough concern (see here and
here). Now EM have another worry – the risk of an outright global recession.
For now, we only see a partial recession in major economies – perhaps more of a
trade recession versus resilient services – and activity is still respectable in many
parts of the world, helped by the surge in spending as economies have reopened.
However, EM financial conditions have tightened dramatically to record levels since
the global financial crisis. The Fed’s twin tightening – higher cost of funding and
withdrawal of liquidity– is biting, inhibiting financial flows and risking a sharp
slowdown in EM growth. The main upside surprise could come from a steady
recovery in Chinese economy, although economic cycles may have diverged
DESPITE EM INFLATION LIKELY TO PEAK IN H2 2022, WE
DO NOT EXPECT THE RETURN TO TREND NEXT YEAR
EM HEADLINE INFLATION BY REGION (% Y/Y)
24

A 12 MONTH LAG IN THE TRANSMISSION OF TIGHTER
FINANCIAL CONDITIONS TO REAL EM GDP ACTIVITY
FINANCIAL CONDITIONS (1 YEAR LAG) AND EM GDP GROWTH (% Y/Y)
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somewhat given the impact of mainland China’s zero tolerance strategy towards
COVID.
Weaker activity should, in theory, take inflation lower. This, however, becomes a
qualified proposition for EM as inflation is not a mean-reverting phenomenon and
responds to policy. There has been a distinct pickup in inflation expectations, rents
and services with the latter generally being a lot stickier. For us, we envisage that the
debate about EM inflation will move quickly from “has it peaked?” to “is it moving
towards the target quickly enough?”. We expect inflation inertia and persistence to
rule for the remaining months of 2022 and into next year. Our examination signals for
the need for further sacrifices from growth to bring inflation down to target has
increased substantially post the global financial crisis due to deglobalisation and
decarbonisation trends, a multitude of negative supply shocks and falling efficiency
and productivity gains.

DRILLING INTO EM DEBT DYNAMICS
Upside risks to inflation and downside risks to growth imply an unpleasant
stagflationary backdrop. Given the level of uncertainty surrounding geopolitics, the
pandemic and commodity prices, and an already weakening pace of activity globally,
it is likely that stagflation, or at a minimum a deteriorating growth-inflation mix, will
continue to be front and centre for the remainder of this year.
With mounting concerns regarding EM debt balances, we underscore a critical
difference between larger, systemically important investment grade EMs and smaller,
more vulnerable, speculative grade, frontier EMs. A number of frontier markets have
screened as vulnerable in recent years, notably, Ecuador, Sri Lanka and El Salvador,
on our measure of USD debt funding needs. The COVID crisis has pushed several
issuers into defaults or restructurings, and the credit spreads of other vulnerable
frontiers have widened significantly (in tandem with the stronger USD). In contrast,
the largest EMs have limited short term USD debt obligations relative to foreign
exchange reserves.
There are a multitude of measures to gauge vulnerabilities across EMs. From a
classic balance of payments type crisis, a core measure of risks is an assessment of
USD funding needs. We incorporate a measure of both short-term and long-term
USD debt, the current account balance and reserves (as a share of GDP). Such
funding requirements have declined markedly since the crisis episodes in recent EM
history. Whilst the average EM bared over 10% of GDP in near-term funding needs in
the 1980s and 1990s, these funding needs have stabilised to ~5% of GDP in recent
THE MEDIAN MAJOR EM HAS AMPLE RESERVE COVER
FOR SHORT-TERM USD DEBT OBLIGATIONS

SMALLER FRONTIER MARKETS ARE MOST VULNERABLE
WHEN MEASURES BY USD FUNDING REQUIREMENTS

USD DEBT FUNDING NEEDS (% OF GDP) FOR ALL EMS AND MAJOR EMS
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years. Critically, major EMs (those in the MSCI EM index), have continued their
improvements in USD liabilities with their reserves not only fully covered in terms of
net short-term USD liabilities but they also have been issuing in local currency. A key
commonality that stands out for these major EMs is their marked build-up of healthier
balance sheets, sizable reserve buffers and less overvalued currencies.
A clear parallel has been drawn to the 1980s when a swathe of defaults and crises
hit EMs on the back of the Fed’s aggressive rate hikes to tame persistent US
inflation. Back in the 1980s, the scale of EM sovereign defaults (primarily on foreign
currency bank loans) reached almost a third of the outstanding stock of EM external
public debt. In particular, Latin American sovereigns felt the pressure, given the
unsustainable build-up of external debt relative to exports seen in the region. This
year, rising US Treasury yields have started to increase borrowing costs for EM
issuers, locked many out of international bond markets, as well as drawing investor
portfolio flows away from EM countries and strengthening the USD. IIF data has
shown almost USD40bn in cumulative portfolio outflows from EMs since February
this year, pressuring weaker nations’ balance of payments.

DIFFERENTIATION ACROSS EM’S – NOT UNIFORM
Whilst EMs are disproportionately impacted by the soaring inflation, rate hikes and a
stronger US dollar, we do not expect the asset class as a whole to face a debt crisis:
1.

2.

Large investment grade EM sovereigns. For investment grade EM
sovereigns, where financial conditions have not tightened as severely as in
frontier markets, risks will be primarily social and political as governments
balance the impact of higher food and energy prices against fiscal
consolidation objectives. Rising food and energy prices have increased the
pressure on governments to assist with households' rising cost of living,
whether through subsidies, tax cuts or grants and other assistance. South
Africa, for example, extended a petrol subsidy between April and July to
help mitigate the cost of higher fuel prices on households, while Mexico's
government subsidises around 35% of the retail cost of petrol, which largely
offsets the fiscal windfall from its oil exports. Social risks will also rise. In
April this year, protests in Peru broke out over rising food and fuel prices,
leading to the imposition of a curfew by the government.
Small speculative grade EM sovereigns. For lower-rated frontier sovereigns,
high global inflation and tighter financing conditions will create the most

QUANTUM OF EM SOVEREIGN DEFAULTS REACHED
ALMOST A THIRD (AS WITH NOW) BACK IN THE 1980’S

ALL EM REGION’S ARE IN TIGHTENING MODE WITH EM
ASIA NEARLY REVERSING ALL ITS COVID CUTS

EM SOVEREIGN FOREIGN CURRENCY BANK LOAND AND BONDS IN
DEFAULT (% OF EM PUBLIC EXTERNAL DEBT)
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acute challenges. Frontier markets in particular tend to have a limited track
record and are less frequent issuers, which complicates securing marketbased financing. If they also have limited alternatives to international debt
issuance to rollover upcoming debt maturities, they are particularly
vulnerable to a rise in borrowing costs, which could trigger a credit event.
The most vulnerable sovereigns will be those with high levels of external liabilities
relative to liquid FX resources. Sovereigns with large external funding requirements
are experiencing much sharper increases in their sovereign spreads compared to the
EMBI benchmark. At these prohibitively high rates, their access to the international
bond markets is restricted. It is telling that very few non-investment-grade sovereigns
have tapped the market since the outbreak of the war in Ukraine and the share of EM
debt trading at distressed levels – yields more than 1,000bp above that of similar
maturity US Treasuries which signal that default is a real possibility – rose to 29% as
of August (levels last seen during the onset of the pandemic in 2020). In monetary
terms, this is equivalent to USD380bn due to foreign bondholders in notes trading in
distress. If these market conditions persist, external debt redemptions will likely be
met using the stock of foreign exchange reserves, increasing their vulnerability to
balance of payments crises.
To triage the sovereigns most at risk, we look at those that have an external
vulnerability indicator reading over 100%, and sovereign spreads that are over
750bps. This captures the sovereigns that have the largest external debt obligations
falling due and the least capacity to refinance in current market conditions. El
Salvador, Tunisia, Turkey and Pakistan stand out as highly exposed to tighter global
funding conditions, while other sovereigns that have already defaulted on external
debt like Sri Lanka and Zambia, Suriname, Argentina and Ukraine are also in the
highest risk group. Ghana’s maturities do not peak until 2026, but fewer financing
alternatives are already elevating credit risks.
Moreover, there are a number of other sovereigns with lower external debt
obligations and/or prohibitive costs to issue in the market, but still comprise elevated
sovereign spreads, indicating a high risk of substantial reserve drawdown in the
current environment.

CONTAGION RISKS ACROSS THE EM COMPLEX
We do not believe we are staring down the barrel of a looming global EM crisis, with
widespread contagion. Indeed, we envisage contagion from smaller frontier EM
economies to be limited as more systemically important larger investment grade EMs
are well insulated by healthier balance sheets, sizable reserve buffers and less
DEBT VULNERABILITIES ARE MOUNTING WITH EM
BONDS FACING USD380BN CASCADE OF DEFAULTS

COMBINATION OF HIGH DEBT AND RISING YIELDS
ACROSS MORE VULNERABLE EM’S IS EXPLOSIVE

% SHARE OF EM SOVEREIGN USD BONDS WITH SPREADS ABOVE 10%
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overvalued currencies. Though in a cascade of credit events, the negative impact of
the whole could be larger than the sum of the parts.
As EM crises have shown over and over again, the financial collapse of one
government can create a contagion effect as investors accelerate capital outflows.
Whilst most systemically important low yielding EMs that comprise less of a reliance
on external borrowing are more insulated relative to more vulnerable high yielding
EMs, a broadening of inflation pressures and the attendant needed to tighten
domestic monetary policy faster could change the calculus (fairly swiftly).
The IMF remains a key backstop for many weaker frontier economies. Many of the
stressed sovereigns mentioned are negotiating or already in IMF programmes
(Egypt, Ghana, Kenya and Pakistan) and positive news or financing disbursements
can often start a virtuous circle of investor confidence and market access. That’s not
to say, however, that the IMF acts as a safety guarantee for all. The interplay of
reform requirements with domestic politics can be tricky – Sri Lanka left it too late to
engage, having previously ended its IMF programme early and enacted tax cuts
against recommendations, while the likes of Turkey have pre-emptively ruled out any
IMF cooperation. Also, a country can still end up in a crisis and default when in an
IMF programme – Argentina is the most recent example. Given these dynamics,
alternative sources of official financing, such as China, India and the wealthy GCC
economies have become increasingly important, along with the geopolitical factors
that influence such decisions.
When putting these risks into context, valuations for EM sovereign credit look
attractive at the headline level (i.e. index spreads wide versus normal levels), but
delving deeper it’s clear that high yielding sovereigns are the key driver of this.
Investment grade spreads, even in the BBB tier, look relatively tight to historical
levels, while single-B sovereign spread levels remain elevated.

EM OPPORTUNITIES
Whilst EMs are never one unified market, what is clear is that the fundamental
headwinds facing the complex are strong, making it a difficult investment case until
we see the Fed pivoting, global supply-disruptions improving and the Chinese
economy rebounding more rapidly. In the meantime, EM opportunities will likely be
seldom in scope and in the form of tactical bounces supported by a favourable
technical picture, i.e. depressed sentiment, low positioning and high cash levels of
institutional investors.
Looking forward, we expect volatility to continue as we remain in the middle of a
delicate period for EM sovereigns. Uncertainty remains over the potential scale and
duration of global monetary tightening along with the extent of the likely upcoming
economic slowdown:
1.

2.

3.
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EM macro. A key question is how much will need to be sacrificed from
growth to navigate inflation – we anticipate “inflation persistence” and a
higher “sacrifice ratio” across EM. We favour EMs with flexible policy
manoeuvre, attractive risk premiums and commodity links – the GCC
region, South Africa, Brazil as well as Mexico stand-out
EM FX. With US recession risks rising, the core arguments for a USD bull
run are still intact, and thus the external backdrop for EM FX remains
fraught with danger. From a fundamentals perspective, we only favour SGD
in EM Asia, HUF in EM EMEA and BRL as well as MXN in LatAm
EM fixed income. Recession fears are playing out in local debt, but the
secondary impact is yet to be seen. We expect swaps to remain more
sensitive to correlation dynamics with their US equivalents, whilst local
bonds, especially EM HY, to be more exposed to a repricing of the credit
risk premium.
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US Fixed Income: Setting up for the Fall…
Macro Review: As August CPI report demonstrated, inflation data once
again is proving too difficult to predict. Outside of the declines in headline
inflation (largely driven by lower energy prices – where the benefit from
that could stall during the winter) the core readings in CPI remain
elevated, and in some categories, prices remain sticky. The one positive
is that inflation expectations have been declining, both from the marketbased and consumer survey-based measures. However, it’s too soon to
claim victory as inflation is still too far from the Fed’s mandate of 2%.
Current inflation levels (anything north of 3-4% is an issue on a running
basis) do not offer relief that policymakers have it under control, yet.
Meanwhile growth data is still sending mixed signals. Housing is coming
under the pressure of higher rates (expecting more of that ahead). Lastly
sentiment indicators still project an economy in sharp deceleration.
Fed Policy: The Fed is not only talking tough but is also delivering on
their hawkish stance with both ongoing jumbo rate hikes of 75 bps
(September being the third in a row – taking the Fed funds rate to 3.25%)
as well as projecting even higher terminal rates via the summary of
economic projections (SEP). With only two meetings left in the year and
the SEP rate forecasts (i.e. the dots) suggesting most Fed members are
aiming for at least 4% (or higher) in the Fed funds rate, they have limited
maneuverability to pause let alone pivot. As we have been saying all
along, the Fed wants/needs to see more financial conditions tightening to
slow down aggregate demand to reduce price pressures. Thus, the bar is
probably high in terms of how much risk assets would need to decline in
order for the Fed to slow or end the hiking cycle prematurely. Bottomline,
means the Fed hikes until something breaks or the economy weakens
enough to bring inflation on a path that is consistent with their mandate.
Rates Views: We will continue to see a grind higher in rates until its clear
the Fed is coming to a pause. A lot is priced in but that doesn’t mean that
rates can actually see any meaningfully rallies. That said, further out the
curve investors remain sceptical and curves inverted as long-term rates
will be the area that investors may hunker down in until the Fed is done.
Credit Views: We believe IG spreads may have another leg wider as
higher rates will start to expose credit risks in the financial system,
especially if recession becomes more of the base-case for 2023. We are
also concerned that year-end liquidity risks and the historically volatile
trading period of Q4 could result in gap-like price action (which will
eventually impact credit products on any forced selling). Therefore, we
are reaffirming our medium-term IG spread range of 125 – 175 bps and
also reaffirming our short-term spread range of 140 – 175 bps to reflect
current market conditions, but with an upward bias. If aggregate IG
spreads fall and remain sub 135 bps for a month, we will reassess our
view. In HY land, we are updating our spread levels, projecting further
widening as we head into the fall. For the short term we expect spreads
in the 450-525bp range and in the medium term we expect 450-575bp.
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US MACRO AND FED VIEWS
Central bank driven price action still rules the day and we just heard from the Fed at
its recent meeting that they will need to see significant declines in inflation before
they can pull back on their hawkish stance. They will not grow complacent just
because markets decline r one-off data prints show something that isn’t aligned with
their outlook. The focus is price stability, thus its 4% plus or bust, full stop. And the
Fed put keep getting pushed back, broader markets are finally getting it. After years
of QE many have been in denial the Fed can deliver, they have, time to move on.
The macro conditions could also give us mixed signals before it becomes clear that
all of the lagged effects from the Fed’s actions are working to slow the economy. This
delay means we won’t know until its probably too late. Our conviction on the US
falling into a recession has increased, however in the past that would make us bullish
long duration, however with a Fed that is going in one direction until something
breaks markets or the economy, one needs to be patient or average in slowly at best.
CHART 1: MAJOR SHIFT HIGHER IN RATES FORECASTS

CHART 2: CHG IN FED FORECASTS FROM JUNE TO SEPT

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG U.S. Macro Strategy

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG U.S. Macro Strategy

September FOMC Meeting Recap: 2022 is going down in the record books with the
Fed delivering the third jumbo rate hike of 75bps in September. And from the likes of
the Summary Economic Projections (SEP) rate forecasts (i.e. the dots) it looks like
markets will be contending with more of these larger hikes into year-end (with the
Fed aiming for at least 4% in rates). And even in the press conference he ended
hawkish. Powell is usually dismissive of the dots, but this time it looks like they were
using them as a tool to convey to markets conviction on where rates are heading too.
Given how much they have hiked, they could have backed down a bit at this meeting
but decided to press things and “keeping at it” until inflation is clearly heading lower.
Market Implications: Well after three bullish market reaction to FOMC meetings in a
row, the Fed dropped the hammer at the September FOMC meeting by sounding
hawkish and the markets finally got the message. Initially markets were yearning for
dovish fodder, and in between the presser we even had stocks up for a bit, before
reality set in that they mean business and are not wavering. The rates rally, at least
out the curve, make a lot of sense to us as a bear/bull flattener was reacting to the
final declines in stocks that day. Yet US rates will have limited scope to rally further.
As with all things, it’s the after trade that matters. We will be monitoring how the next
month before the mid-term election and the next FOMC meeting trade. There is a risk
of further market declines. However, in the end the Fed wants this and needs it, they
want financial conditions (FCI) tightening, this is just par for the course. Thus, we still
think there is further FCI tightening ahead, until something breaks in either some
sector of the markets and/or the economy or both. With rates having done a lot of the
discounting already, the remaining FCI tightening will likely come from risk assets.
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US IG CREDIT: A VOLATILE Q3 SETUPS FOR CHALLENGING Q4
IG Credit Market Summary: It certainly wasn’t a lazy summer for either stocks or
bonds! As seen in the chart below, showing the S&P 500 equity index overlayed with
the Bloomberg Aggregate IG index spreads, volatility was the name of the game over
the past two months. Markets rallied strongly from mid-July to mid-August, driven by
several factors including: 1) Second quarter earnings that largely turned out better
than expected; 2) markets accepting the Fed’s 75 bps rate hike on July 27, with
expected continued hikes; and 3) Slightly lower CPI inflation report on August 10.
By August 16, the S&P 500 was up 13.6% from mid-July and the IG Index had
tightened a surprising 22 bps, from 153 to 131 bps. This strong rally was short-lived
however, as both markets declined from mid-August to mid-September, driven by the
following: 1) Very hawkish comments from Fed Chairman Powell that reignited fears
of continued rate increases as well as risk of a recession; 2) a stronger than
expected CPI report that showed inflation is not yet under control; 3) reports of lower
Chinese GDP growth; and 4) a few economic reports that still showed decent growth.
By mid-September, the S&P 500 index had fallen 12% from mid-August to 3,790, its
lowest level since July 14. IG Index spreads widened 14 bps to 143 bps, its widest
level since early August. Year to date, the S&P 500 is down 19.6%.
The year to date change in IG spreads is 51 bps wider to 143 bps, which is close to
the mid-point of our medium-term IG spread range of 125 – 175 bps, and at the low
end of our short-term spread range of 140 – 175 bps. The IG aggregate YTD excess
return improved slightly from mid-July, from -3.25% to -2.60%. The IG total return
YTD is -16.25% vs –13.87% on July 14 (the majority of these losses are coming via
the rates channel and not spread risk). Please refer to the chart below for more
details.
This market volatility shows that the primary market risks have not changed over the
past 6 months and include: continued signs of high inflation; supply chain disruptions;
Russia’s war with Ukraine; China’s increased tensions with Taiwan; and the Fed both
raising rates and shrinking its balance sheet via quantitative tightening (QT) process.

VOLATILE SUMMER AS IG & STOCKS TRIED TO RALLY BUT HAVE REVERSED

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG US Macro Strategy
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IG Spread Outlook: We believe the issues mentioned above coupled with increased
market uncertainty will continue possibly for the rest of the year and therefore we
remain cautious on credit. We have seen this over the past 6 months with IG spreads
spiking on a nearly monthly basis. We believe spreads may have another leg wider,
especially if recession risks become more obvious. We are reaffirming our mediumterm IG spread range of 125 – 175 bps and also reaffirming our short-term spread
range of 140 – 175 bps to reflect current market conditions with an upward bias. If
aggregate IG spreads fall and remain sub 135 bps, we will reassess our view.
CHART 3 – IG SPREADS, RETURNS, AND EQUITY RETURNS (AS OF 9/20/2022)
IG OAS AND SPREAD CHANGES
Sector
Total IG
Financial Institutions
Utility
Energy
Basic
Capital Goods
Technology
Communications
Consumer Noncyclical
Pharmaceuticals
Food/Beverage
Consumer Cyclical
Transportation

Total
Return

Excess
Return

Sector

Spread Variance

OAS

1 Month

YTD

1 Year

YTW

YTD (%)

YTD (%)

vs Total

143
149
144
160
176
130
124
175
128
108
130
119
139

4
7
4
4
4
2
2
5
3
2
8
3
4

51
66
37
43
61
44
43
57
41
32
42
41
40

59
74
47
55
66
50
52
66
47
38
46
47
45

5.24%
5.34%
5.22%
5.41%
5.54%
5.09%
5.02%
5.48%
5.07%
4.86%
5.07%
4.99%
5.14%

-16.25%
-13.62%
-18.76%
-15.70%
-18.40%
-15.91%
-16.14%
-20.18%
-17.74%
-17.18%
-17.49%
-15.18%
-19.06%

-2.60%
-2.73%
-2.43%
-1.82%
-3.42%
-2.47%
-2.21%
-3.64%
-2.37%
-1.89%
-1.89%
-2.52%
-2.32%

6
1
16
32
-14
-19
32
-15
-36
-13
-24
-5

Sector 5

S&P 500
Equity

Yr Avg Diff YTD Return

-8
1
37
30
-8
-21
26
-8
-21
-3
-8
3

-17.7%
-14.5%
6.5%
44.9%
-18.7%
-14.0%
-25.0%
-34.7%
-4.9%
-10.1%
-4.9%
-22.7%
-14.0%

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG U.S. Macro Strategy
Secondary market trading trends: Market participants continue to be quite cautious
and seem to be better sellers of longer duration and prefer shorter maturities. We
have seen some opportunistic buying out of Asia, especially with the 2-year treasury
well above 3%. Volumes have increased slightly, partly due to the strong new
issuance calendar in September following the US Labor Day holiday.
Overall, flows have been orderly and we haven’t sensed any panic in the IG market
so far. However, on an aggregate basis, IG fund flows reflected investors’
cautiousness, as YTD net fund outflows totaled nearly $86bn, up from $77bn in midJuly and in stark contrast to last year’s positive inflows of $127bn.
New Issuance: July’s new issuance of $87.4bn was actually close to last year’s
$90.1bn and August’s total of $114.3bn made it the second busiest August in history,
just behind $141bn in August 2020, and the highest monthly new issuance since
March this year. We attribute August’s very strong issuance to the rally in both stocks
and bonds through the first half of the month.
September issuance started off strong but has slowed down considerably in the
second week, due to the market downturn. $64.3bn has been issued so far through
September 14, making it tough to reach the current month estimate of $145bn.
Year to date new issuance through mid-September totalled $982bn, 18% behind last
year’s $1.19 trillion. Consensus estimates for the rest of the year is roughly $85bn
per month for October and November, and about $60bn for December, which brings
the full year estimate to about $1.3 trillion. This would place it 13% behind last year’s
$1.49 trillion, 7% below the 5-year average of $1.39 trillion, but 4% above the 10-year
average of $1.25 trillion. As seen in the table below, new issue concessions have
expanded to an average of 13 bps compared to just 2 bps last year.

YTD New Issuance - Through 9/14/22
Issuance New Issue Books
($ bn) Concession Times Cvd
2022 $982.1
13 bps
2.9
2021 $1,196.1
2 bps
3.0
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US HY CREDIT: INFLECTION POINT
High Yield ETFs are revisiting YTD lows while the OAS on the High Yield Index sits
in the middle of its recent range. Widening Treasury yields have pushed yields on
the High Yield index yields wider, but spreads have remained range-bound. With the
OAS on the Bloomberg US Corporate High Yield index at 471bp, we are updating our
projected spread levels projecting further widening as we head into the fall. For the
short term we expect spreads in the 450-525bp range and in the medium term we
expect 450-575bp.
Our updated spread projections are driven by 1) our belief that tighter Fed policy
needed to fight inflation will tip the economy into recession and 2) historical spread
widening during past periods of tighter lending standards and elevated rates.
At current levels, high yield spreads do not reflect peak rates needed to tame inflation
nor the elongated time frame that rates will remain elevated in order for inflation to
return to acceptable levels. The higher-for-longer rate environment will likely cause a
recession along with elevated levels of unemployment. These factors will likely
cause pressure on high yield spreads.
Furthermore, as seen in the chart below, banks have been tightening standards for
Commercial & Industrial loan underwriting. During periods of tighter standards, high
yield spreads have traditionally widened.

AS BANKS TIGHTEN CREDIT STANDARDS, HY HAS TENDED TO WIDEN POST

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG US Macro Strategy

Finally, as seen in the chart below, mortgage rates have seen greater volatility and
have moved wider reflecting current and projected rate increases. Single B OAS has
yet to adjust to the wider levels as they have in past regimes of higher rates.
Following six weeks of strength from July 1st through Mid-August, the high yield
market retreated as hopes for a Fed “pivot” gave way to acceptance of the Fed’s
resolve to fight inflation. Total return for the HY index YTD now stands at -11% with
Pharma and Consumer non-cyclicals leading the downside with Basic Industries and
Utilities outperforming. See table below for sector performance.
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HQLA ASSETS (LIKE MBS) HAVE BEEN RELATIVELY MORE VOLATILE VS HY

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG US Macro Strategy
The primary market is dominated by M&A deals including Citrix Systems ($4bn 1 st
lien notes, $4.05bn TL B and $2.5bn TL A) and Brightspeed ($2bn 1 st lien notes and
$2bn TL B). Announced but yet to launch financings includes Tenneco, Tegna and
Nielsen. The year-to-date global volume is $98.5bn equivalent (US$80.5bn and nonUS$18 bn equivalent).
CHART 4 – HY SPREADS, RETURNS, AND EQUITY RETURNS (AS OF 9/20/2022)

Total Excess Spread Variance S&P 500
Return Return Sector Sector 5 Equity

HY OAS AND SPREAD CHANGES
Sector

OAS

1 Month

YTD

1 Year

YTW

U.S. Corporate High Yield
Financial Institutions
Utility
Energy
Basic Industry
Capital Goods
Technology
Communications
Consumer Non-Cyclical
Pharmaceuticals
Food/Beverage
Consumer Cyclical
Transportation

482
479
280
368
465
442
445
588
539
1126
373
504
423

35
53
-11
1
37
33
36
44
34
124
32
47
-1

199
214
30
41
177
167
200
271
288
785
177
235
114

175
188
-7
-40
168
144
196
282
257
706
156
205
44

8.79%
8.76%
6.76%
7.75%
8.63%
8.45%
8.48%
9.79%
9.36%
15.12%
7.78%
8.94%
8.18%

YTD (%) YTD (%)
-12.12%
-12.93%
-10.01%
-6.85%
-11.51%
-9.95%
-12.24%
-14.95%
-16.06%
-30.37%
-11.96%
-12.10%
-8.61%

-4.64%
-5.39%
-1.06%
1.28%
-4.32%
-3.67%
-4.58%
-7.16%
-8.56%
-23.28%
-3.43%
-4.88%
-1.83%

vs Total Yr Avg Diff YTD Return

-2
-202
-113
-16
-39
-37
107
57
644
-109
22
-58

-50
-98
168
-3
-45
-81
-15
-9
82
-80
-17
159

-17.7%
-14.5%
6.4%
45.1%
-18.7%
-14.0%
-25.0%
-34.7%
-5.0%
-10.1%
-5.0%
-22.8%
-14.0%

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG U.S. Macro Strategy
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Another month and another new high for the US dollar. On a DXY
basis, the dollar has hit a new intra-day high every month this year
and for September, the new high is now some 2.1% stronger than the
high recorded in August (109.478 on 29th) underlining the continued
positive momentum for the dollar. The Ministry of Finance in Japan
has confirmed that it intervened in the foreign exchange markets this
morning after expressing concerns over the speed of the depreciation
of the yen. It has helped trigger some reversal of dollar strength
mainly versus the yen but in fact across the market. We are sceptical
of this action turning the trend and we would view the FOMC’s
hawkish message last night of the need for further aggressive
monetary tightening as the more important event of the last 24hrs. A
further tightening of financial conditions lies ahead which will likely
take the dollar stronger still. The actions of most other central banks
in G10 are at least helping contain the scale of dollar strength. Six
G10 central banks met this week and all bar the BoJ hiked by either
50 or 75 basis points. An actual pause in tightening from the Fed
should come in Q1 2023 and only then might we see some turn in this
trend of US dollar strength.
BASE CASE EXPECTATIONS, JPY, EUR & CNY
USD/JPY – NEUTRAL BIAS
•

MUFG Bank, Ltd.
A member of MUFG, a global financial group

Range: 135.00-150.00

We are setting a very wide range for USD/JPY for the period ahead for
understandable reasons. The Ministry of Finance has confirmed today that it took the
decision to intervene in the foreign exchange markets after expressing concerns over
the speed of JPY depreciation. The action today followed clear warnings on 14 th June
by Finance Minister Suzuki and Vice Finance Minister for International Affairs Kanda
that FX moves had become “sudden”, “abrupt” and “excessive”. Those warnings
followed a joint statement in June by the MoF, BoJ and FSA expressing concerns
over JPY weakness – so in that sense the action today by the MoF is not a huge
surprise.
Of course we also have to highlight here the context of the confirmed intervention
today. Last night the FOMC hiked by the expected 75bps taking the fed funds range
to 3.00% - 3.25% and signalled a further 125bps of tightening over the final two
meetings of the year. Then earlier today, the BoJ announced it was maintaining its
ultra-loose monetary stance through its YCC policy and Governor Kuroda implied the
policy would be needed for years to come. Within the space of twelve hours we have
been provided with the clearest example of the divergence in policy stance that lies
at the root of this JPY sell-off. Will JPY-buying intervention now turn the trend?
We are not convinced. Since Japan fell into deflation (April 1995) the Japanese
authorities have only intervened to buy JPY over one period – between November
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1997 and June 1998 (please see our recent FX Weekly for details). The outcome
then was clear. Even when intervention was conducted with the Fed on 17 th June
1998, the impact faded. The initial impact was big – a drop in USD/JPY of 5.6%
(intra-day high to low) but within 6 trading days, USD/JPY was trading at levels
above where joint intervention had taken place. Only following the evidence of
contagion from the Asian Financial Crisis in Russia and the collapse of a US hedge
fund (LTCM) when the Fed cut rates (29th September first occasion) did USD/JPY
start to trend lower.
So that example illustrates that the Japanese authorities have their work cut out for
themselves in trying to turn the trend. Perhaps the objective is more about creating
better two-way risk in order to slow the move. It certainly makes sense to hold the
view that the Fed tightening cycle may be reaching at least a pause at the end of the
year or by Q1 2023 and hence intervening now buys some time to allow the
fundamental backdrop to change that can then take USD/JPY lower.
We can certainly understand the stance of the BoJ. The view of Governor Kuroda
and the BoJ is that the underlying inflation picture in Japan has not changed. The
jump in the annual rate is nearly entirely food and energy while nominal wage growth
remains within a range that has existed throughout the period of deflation in Japan.
Hence on base-effects alone, there is a high probability that annual inflation will turn
to disinflation in 2023. Governor Kuroda rightly sees the current global inflation
backdrop as his last opportunity of breaking the “deflation mindset” that he has
referred to many time over the years.
On a day like today, readers may have assumed we would shift to a bearish bias for
the USD/JPY outlook. However, based on our view that there will likely be market
participants ready to buy USD/JPY on dips, we do not expect a sustained move
lower in USD/JPY. A neutral bias reflects the prospect of better two-way flow in
USD/JPY which should certainly limit the scale of a move higher at these levels. But
we need to see something fundamental change in order to run with a bearish bias
and that seems unlikely over the near-term.

JAPAN INFLATION IS ALL FOOD AND ENERGY

Source: Bloomberg, Macrobond, MUFG GMR
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EUR/USD – BEARISH BIAS
•

Range: 0.9500-1.0300

The EUR has been one of the best performing G10 currencies over the past month
which marks a sharp turnaround in fortunes after the relentless sell-off during July
and most of August. After bottoming on 24 th August, the EUR has since strengthened
by around 3.2% on average against a basket of other G10 currencies. At the same
time, the US dollar has continued to strengthen more broadly which has resulted in
EUR/USD still moving further below parity. The EUR has benefitted over the past
month both from the easing of more acute fears over the negative hit to the eurozone economy from the energy supply crisis, and from the aggressive repricing of
ECB rate hike expectations. The price of natural gas in Europe has dropped sharply
by almost 50% since the peak recorded in late August. Even the recent decision by
Gazprom to suspend the flow of natural gas through the Nord Stream 1 pipeline for
the foreseeable future has not prevented prices from continuing to correct lower on
the back of the successful inventory build. The price action supports our commodity
analyst’s view that a lot of the bad news is already priced in, and he expects prices to
drop further heading into year-end (click here).

EUR HAS BEEN REBOUNDING AGAINST OTHER G10 FX (EXCLUDING USD)

Source: Bloomberg, Macrobond & MUFG GMR

At the same time, the EUR is deriving more support from the hawkish repricing of
ECB policy tightening expectations. After delivering a larger 75bps hike at their last
policy meeting, the ECB left the door open to further larger hikes through the rest of
this year. We expect the ECB to lift the deposit rate to closer to or just above 2.00%
by year end. It would be the highest policy rate in the euro-zone since the run up to
the Global Financial Crisis back in late 2008/early 2009. According to reports, the
ECB is also set discuss in more detail next month plans to begin shrinking their
bloated balance sheet through allowing bonds to roll off when they mature.
Peripheral spreads have remained well behaved over the past month in spite of the
hawkish repricing ECB policy tightening expectations. The yield between 10-year
Italian and German government bonds has been consolidating between 2.20% and
2.40% in the run up to this weekend’s Italian election. The final opinion polls signal
that the right-wing parties led by the Brothers of Italy are set to win a clear majority in
both houses of parliament. While the right-wing parties are no longer calling to take
Italy out of the euro, the new government will increase the risk of policy
disappointment with regards to economic reform and fiscal consolidation.
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In the month ahead, we are maintaining a short EUR/USD bias. The Fed’s
commitment to deliver further large rate hikes and the tightening of global financial
conditions should continue to favour a stronger US dollar. The Fed has signalled
clearly that it wants to see sustained evidence that inflation pressures are easing
before delivering a dovish policy pivot. The stronger US CPI report for August has
provided an even higher hurdle for a dovish pivot.

USD/CNY – BULLISH BIAS
Range: 6.9000–7.1000
The CNY weakened past the 7.0000-level against dollar on 16th September for the
first time since July 2020, pressured by the strength of US dollar and persistent
concerns over the Chinese economy due to Covid-19 containments in some areas of
China and the drag from the property market.
Last Friday, China released key August activity data including industrial production,
retail sales and YTD fixed assets investment, and growths of which surprised the
market to the upside and were higher than their July numbers, being at 4.2%yoy,
5.4%yoy and 5.8%yoy respectively. But, August data still showed that the real estate
sector remained the drag on the economy, with YTD property investment contracting
by 7.4%yoy in August after a 6.4% contraction in the prior month. On credit demand
side, while corporate medium and long-term loans rebounded this August which may
have benefitted from the unexpected asymmetric rate cut in the month (a 5bps cut on
1-year LPR and a 15bps cut on 5-year LPR), the credit demand of households for
mortgages remained still weak. The dynamics of modest improvement in corporates
medium and long-term borrowing in August may offer some signs of improvement in
lending structures. Having said, the gaps between M2 growth and M1 growth, and
between M2 growth and growth of social financing stock, widened, indicating the still
low credit demand from households and corporates for purchasing home and longterm investment, and some credits didn’t the economic circulation effectively. In
addition, despite that China continued to recorded strong trade surplus in August, the
decline of China’s exports growth to 7.1%yoy in August renewed market’s concern
on the future exports amid the expectation of recessions on Europe and United
States. Also, the risk and uncertainties around the Covid-19 containment still remain
in near term.
In the near term, USD/CNY is likely to remain weak, due to stress in the domestic
economy and expectations of stronger growth have not yet been fully established.
The Fed’s policy and the movement of the US dollar will remain one of the driving
factors as well for USD/CNY. However, we do not expect further large depreciation of
CNY against USD from here onwards. Recently, the PBOC has been acting to
reduce the market’s one-side expectations of CNY depreciation, e.g. since 14th
August the PBOC has been setting lower USD/CNY fixings compared with the
Bloomberg survey numbers and trying to guide CNY to move stronger. A day after
USD/CNY rose above the 7.0000-level for the first time in two years, the PBOC set
the USD/CNY fixing at 6.9396, 647 pips stronger than the average estimate of
Bloomberg survey which was the biggest difference on record. The Chinese
authorities have also issued more verbal warnings. Wang Chunying, deputy
administrator of the State Administration of Foreign Exchange, said in an interview
with CCTV on 16th September that firms should not bet on the direction and extent of
any currency moves, and should refrain from speculative trading.
The latest data showed foreign investors cut holdings of Chinese bonds for a seventh
consecutive month in August. Foreign holdings of RMB bonds in China’s interbank
market stood at RMB3,475 billion at the end of August, down from RMB3,511 billion
in July. As of 19th September, China’s 10-year bond yields are more than 80bps
below comparable US Treasuries, marking the largest such gap since 2009 that will
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encourage further outflows. Amid heightened concerns over capital outflows after US
August’s inflation data fuelled bets for a large Fed hike this month, the PBOC will
likely be cautious over further easing. After the PBOC kept its 1-year MLF rate
unchanged at 2.75% on 15th September, the PBOC kept 1-year LPR and 5year LPR
unchanged on 20th September.
USD/CNY should remain volatile driven by market sentiment and the US dollar, and
we maintain a bullish bias for USD/CNY in near term.

USD/CNY VS YIELD SPREADS BETWEEN CHINA & US

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG GMR

KEY RISK FACTORS IN THE MONTHS AHEAD
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•

Given the developments today one risk is that the intervention undertaken by the
authorities in Japan proves more successful than we assume. If the MoF were to
persist in size in intervening to halt JPY weakness it could have a greater impact
over a longer period than assumed. This seems unlikely to us but something we
should be mindful of given intervention has only just been confirmed this
morning. A quicker tightening of financial conditions evident say by a more
dramatic fall in US equity markets could shift rate hike expectations more
suddenly which would have an impact in pulling USD/JPY lower than assumed.

•

The main upside risk to our bearish EUR/USD bias could be triggered by a
further paring back of more acute energy supply concerns in Europe. If the price
of gas continues to fall heading into the winter it would help to ease fears over a
sharper slowdown in the euro-zone. At the same time, the EUR could strengthen
more than expected if the ECB keeps raising rates at a faster pace while the Fed
signals that is considering slowing hikes.

•

The main risks to our range-bound view for USD/CNY in the near term still
include China’s Covid-19 breakouts and implementation of the country’s
“Dynamic zero Covid-19” policy. The development of homebuyers’ “loan break”
could be a near-term risk as well. The downside risk for CNY could be the
worsening Covid-19 conditions, and the continued drag from the real estate
sector. The near-term challenge for government to establish a positive
expectation for households and corporates. Fed’s path of rate hike and the
movement could be another main risk factor in affecting the movement of
USD/CNY in near term.
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European Credit
Markets continue to trade in a volatile fashion, with this last week
being a prime example of markets melting on the back of numerous
concerns. Inflation and growth worries remain front and centre and
rates continue to spike higher. Plus the situation in Ukraine doesn’t
show signs of appeasement and supply chain issues are not full
easing given ongoing lockdowns in China.
As a result synthetic indices sold off materially over recent weeks with
XO breaking 600bps again, it is now at 608bps and Main is also
materially wider at 123bps, while by historic standards these look too
elevated, implying multiple defaults, yet they remain an easy hedge
as investors tackle a combination of risks and QT.

NO PLACE TO HIDE
Rates continued to rise as central banks tighten monetary policy, the 10 Bund yield is
now at 1.87% close to its recent high and the UST 10 year is now 3.54%, also close
to recent highs, as the FED raised rates by 75bps and continued its hawkish rhetoric.
Market and rates volatility have not prevented that issue volumes have picked up in
August and September. Credit funds still have to contend with deeply negative total
returns driven by a combination of rates and spread performance with longer
durations have suffered most, there still is no place to hide as all asset classes have
moved together with the exception of commodities. From here higher carries should
become more helpful for returns. Still in credit if one had exposure to shorter duration
indices like high yield, YTD performance has been less bad compared to the
naturally longer dated IG categories such as USD and GBP indices; however if we
are approaching a recession lower rated product may not be the place to remain as
defaults will eventually tick up.

YTD 2022 TOTAL RETURNS BY ASSET CLASS

Source: Bloomberg, ICE BofAML, MUFG
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EUROPEAN BANKS
In the bank credit space we keep the same view as in previous months despite
the approach of an expected recession in most European countries.
We still see the sector as fundamentally solid but broader risk, negative
technical and flight to quality drive widening and de-compression
Last time we wrote that the Russian invasion of the Ukraine has changed both the
economic backdrop and the longer term geopolitical risk. Since European banks
have reported 2Q22 results and Central Banks have continued their monetary
restrictive policies, via rate hikes and/or accelerated tapering whilst earnestly
watching the inflation numbers.
Since the 2Q22 results bank managements have maintained a quite constructive
rhetoric and banks such as Unicredit and DB are communicating that they continue
expecting improvements to guidance for FY22. We think pressures are building on
households and on companies especially if the winter turns out to be a cold one. The
low unemployment figures across Europe and UK should shield the residential
mortgages, for now, from rising borrowing costs but we expect erosion to become
more visible on consumer financing and unsecured personal lending books, including
credit cards. SME’s might have to reduce production or even temporarily shut down
on too high energy costs. This may feed through some asset class deterioration as
well. 3Q22 results season should see bank managements giving new guidance on
FY23 costs of risk.
For now the overarching dynamic on balance sheets of banks is the positive impact
from the climbing rates. Especially having the deposit rate back in positive territory is
a significant support to NII.
•

Capital should remain strong across the board as banks have accumulated
capital during the covid lockdowns; however, the RWA inflation and the
elimination of the capital relief actions conceded by the supervisors, along with
other market related adverse impacts on capital, have shown in banks reducing
some of their excess capital buffers.

•

Altogether we think that banks are in a solid position to face the upcoming
economic downturn, which is quite different from past downturns.

The complicated geopolitical backdrop is getting more difficult as Russia seems to
escalate its war in Ukraine, and with tensions around Taiwan still very much alive.
The extent of any recession is still uncertain and the inflationary picture remains
uncertain. All of this leaves the lower rated part of the credit space vulnerable to
further decompression versus the higher rated safe haven issuers. Ultimately this
may still mean that spreads, even in the higher quality parts of our universe could still
widen out further from the current wide levels.
However, from a fundamental perspective, we believe that a cyclical down turn
should be manageable for the banks, as was also underscored by the resilient
outcome of the 2021 EBA/ECB European Banks stress test.
The chart here below shows year to date returns for European banks across equity
and the various debt subordinations. The shift in rates expectations have had a
positive impact on banks equity in January whilst having a negative impact on the
credit total returns YTD. The invasion of the Ukraine had a visible negative impact on
both equity and across the board in credit. Since March there has been a partial
recovery in equity and also in credit, leading to a YTD negative return both in bank
credit and equity. Going forward we continue to expect the fluctuations to be mainly
driven by inflation numbers and, consequently, Central Bank guidance on rates and
speed of tapering.
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EUROPEAN BANKS EQUITY TOTAL RETURN VERSUS CREDIT

Source: Markit, MUFG
Interestingly the YTD performance of AT1 and, to a slightly lesser extent, also the T2
are almost equally poor as the equity performance so far in 2022. This would suggest
that the sector is now at a much more attractive valuation than at the start of the
year. However the potential for further risk aversion could see further weak
performance.

ECB BALANCE SHEET - LTRO AND DEPOSIT FACILITY (EURbn)

Source: Bloomberg, ECB
As we’ve pointed out before, there is still massive funding support from the Central
Banks and the ECB in particular through the Long Term Refinancing Operations
(TLTRO III) which has now peaked at EUR2.2trn. TLTRO III had 10 operations done
every 3 months since 14 August 2019 at which point the outstanding was close to
EUR700bn, only when the pandemic hit, did the amounts shoot up to over
EUR2.2trn.
First maturities of TLTRO III are end Sep 2022 (followed by redemptions quarterly)
but more significant redemptions will only start in 2023, we expect the ECB to
smoothen this out to avoid cliff edges. However we expect that if left to its own the
dispersion between core and periphery is likely to further widen.
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Valuation, more attractive but we remain cautious for the rest of the year
Throughout the year rates have been driving yields and spreads wider on credit and
bank bonds, the picture below shows the Cross Over Index against EUR 5year
swaps, indicating a strong correlation. At mid September there was a bit of
breakdown of that correlation, suggesting that spreads have reached, at least
temporarily a satisfactory level for the markets. We remain cautious nevertheless, as
the risk aversion can have further spikes especially in lower rated parts of the
spectrum and these have the potential to drag current spreads wider, even in the
higher rated paper.
But in September also the credit spreads have had another significant widening. In
Euro the senior bank spreads widened by around 35-40bps since early September,
whilst the subs widened by 70-80 bps at the index levels. In Euro both sub and senior
spreads have now broken wider than the early 2019 levels, when the Central Banks
made a U-turn on their tapering plans. With the current inflation this is not an option
anymore. Add to that the increasingly bearish outlook on economic growth and it is
easy to see how, even at the current elevated yield levels, there is still room for
further “overshooting of spread widening” versus what the fundamental quality of the
issuers would require. It would take a U-turn in the Ukraine war and the Russia
sanctions, or any other clear dampening effect on the inflation to have a more solid
recovery.

EUR beta decompression
The EUR bail-in senior versus sub chart here below shows that year to date, there
has been a considerable decompression, both on absolute spread differential as in
multiples. Since January 2022 the subs have underperformed the senior bail-in paper
by 70bps and the multiple increased from 1.5X to 1.7X.
We expect this to continue, mostly driven by core/periphery dispersion but in general
the higher beta names are more prone to underperformance also through the new
issue market, which may be even closed to them periodically, in moments of high risk
aversion. .
USD and EUR markets continue to behave differently
The charts below show that the yankee banks behave in a more composed fashion
than in EUR. Part of that has to do that the yankee indeces contain less peripheral or
higher beta names than the EUR equivalent indeces. Hence the very different picture
in terms of de-compression. In USD the spread differential between sub and bail-in
senior is currently very close to what it was at the beginning of the year, whilst
absolute spreads have widened by around 80bps YTD in both USD senior banks and
sub banks. This means that there has been actual compression of sub versus senior
as shown by the multiple, down to 1.3X currently versus 1.5X in early Jan. This
makes the USD T2 space look quite rich.
Furthermore, looking at the yield and spread charts on the following page it is clear
that, whilst Euro spreads are now well wider than in early 2019 the USD spreads are
at, but not through the early 2019 wides. The resistance here is holding, helped by
the overall higher yield levels.
We expect perhaps more stable spread levels over coming months (albeit still
volatile), but entering the year end, there is still room for further widening as the
TLTRO money needs to be paid back, the investors may be nervous to put money at
work in the case of outflows and the general lower support from Central banks,
amidst the war in Ukraine and the approach of the winter with the relative demand for
energy.
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BANKS EUR AND USD SUB-SENIOR SPREAD DIFFERENTIALS AND MULTIPLES

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG
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EURO AND USD BANKS SPREAD SUBORDINATED AND SENIOR YIELDS AND ASW SPREAD

Source: iBoxx. Bloomberg, MUFG
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